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Igniting partnerships, how?

- **Kickoff Event**
  - Tips for partnerships
- **Kenya Mission**
  - Best practice exchange
- **Co-creation sessions**
  - Ideation
- **D4D events from partners**
  - Pitches for partners
- **Final Event**
  - Survey to say what YOU need!
- **Online collaboration space**
  - Networking
- **Knowledge platform**
  - Networking
Silicon Savannah
March 20 – 23, 2018

- Visit the nr. 1 tech hub in Africa
- Co-create winning solutions in fintech, cleantech and agritech
- Learn about the opportunities in Kenya and in Africa
- Validate your idea with local entrepreneurs and investors

To register >
closethegap.org/silicon or frederik.tibau@startups.be
Belgian Development Agency

Hackathons
D4D Co-creation sessions

Q1 launch - Stay tuned!
D4D Prize

For everyone with a convincing project or innovative idea on “Digital for Development”.

Deadline: February 1, 2018

prized4d.africanmuseum.be
Online Platform
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Welcome

Welcome to Kindling

You have been invited by Julie de Bergeyck to participate in Kindling.

Kindling is the online forum for the Belgian Digital for Development platform (D4D-Be). It is a meeting place where partnerships are ignited between the private sector and actors in the Belgian Development Cooperation.

Kindling's goal is that you are informed, inspired and collaborate on D4D.

From the start, we invite you to share content and comments to test the tool. If you have questions, send us a note on the platform or contact julie.de.bergeyck@close-the-gap.org or 0474 997116.

Wishing you a nice Kindling journey!

To accept the invitation and continue the registration process, please follow this link:

https://platform.kindling.be/register/229/Mn9V9dcdRRKlCHFxqr86zIAAAAA
Welcome to Kindling!

Please choose a password below to activate your account.

Your login
julie@debergeyck.be

Choose a password
Password
Confirm password

Submit
Welcome to Kindling.be!
The online forum is created to support the Digital for Development (D4D-Be) platform coordinated by Close the Gap and Agoria and supported by Belgium Development Cooperation.

Do you need help?
Close the Gap (ontslag) /vzw / Project A...
Send feedback

Agenda
10/6/17 Prize Digital for Development 2018 - call for applications
join - maybe - decline
12/2/17 Netwerkdag Antwerpen: Digitalisering en mijn 4e Pijlproject
join - maybe - decline
3/20/18 Silicon Savannah Mission
join - maybe - decline
8/5/18 ICT4D Conference
join - maybe - decline

Close
Turn off all tips
Welcome to Kindling.be!

This online forum is created to support the Digital for Development (D4D-Be) platform coordinated by Close the Gap and Agoria and supported by Belgium Development Cooperation.

Do you need help?

Marnick Vanlee
Close the Gap International vzw / Project A...
Send a message

Agenda

10/6/17 Prize Digital for Development 2018 - call for applications
join - maybe - decline

12/2/17 Netwerkdag Antwerpen: Digitalisering en mijn 4e Pijlproject
join - maybe - decline

3/20/18 Silicon Savannah Mission
join - maybe - decline

8/5/18 ICT4D Conference
join - maybe - decline
Building Blocks | WFP Innovation
Underpinning WFP’s Building Blocks project is blockchain, a cutting-edge technology that could transform the way in which humanitarian agencies deliver aid. ...

Blockchain, refugees, WFP
Jan Kennis • 1 day ago • Resources

A GUIDE TO DATA INNOVATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
FROM IDEA TO PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
big data, ODI, UN Global Pulse, English
Jan Kennis • 4 days ago • Resources
D4D partnerships examples

Inge Knapen
Operations Director, Close the Gap
D4D partnerships examples

> iMlango project, Steven Daly, Head of Partnerships, Camara and Erik Childerhouse, Principal Consultant, Avanti Communications Group

> eWala, Sinouhe Ferreira Monteiro Nunes, Founder and Managing Director

> Dalberg Data Insights, Frederic Pivetta, Managing Partner
Coffee Break

See you back in 15 min!

Pitchers are invited to sit upfront.
Kickoff Digital for Development: Igniting partnerships
Welcome back!

Didier Appels
Strategic Partnerships
Close the Gap
D4D in Europe

Roberto RIDOLFI
Director for Sustainable Growth and Development at DG Development and Cooperation
EuropeAid, European Commission
“Pitch for Partner” Sessions

> Non-profit
> Private sector companies
Trias, Jasmien Bronckaers
Thematic Coordinator
Orange, Bernard Yvetot
VP International Strategy
Karel De Grote Hogeschool
Piet Boedt, Lecturer

KdG Karel de Grote Hogeschool

vliruos SHARING MINDS, CHANGING LIVES

Universiteit Antwerpen
Missing Maps in Africa
Famoco, Nicolas Berbigier
Co-Founder & President
Institute of Tropical Medicine
Jan Kennis, Technology Enhanced Learning Coordinator
Andaman 7
Vincent Keunen, CEO

« Everyone has the right to good health and well-being of himself and his family »

Article 25 of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Iday - International, Valentin Comte
Unifly, Ellen Malfliet
Communication Manager
Via Don Bosco, Filip Lammens, Director

Bosco school management system upgrade

Virtualising the donor journey and experience based education

Blockchaining our financial processes

Apping our educational games for worldwide schools

Integrating BI in financial and fundraising processes
Philips Healthcare Africa, Luc De Clerck, Program Manager Primary Health Program

Smart Community Life Centers

Partners:
- Private
  - Philips (CLC-platform)
  - Orange (Connectivity, kiosk)
  - Flow Pilots (Health Apps)
  - Anaïs Digital (Water Apps)
- None Profit
  - UN-agencies
  - Int. & Nat. NGO’s

H2O Quality
- Monitoring
- Detection
- Action

Health apps
- Mother and child
- Vaccines
- Malaria

District hospital

EMR & data aggregation

Predictive Analytics

Anonymous data

EMR

Actionable insights
Televic, Dirk Verbeke
Sales Director
Settlemint, Els Meyvaert
Marketing & Communication
Cocktail

> Stay in touch!
> Have your photo taken
> Go to Kindling.be
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kindling.be